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Abstract— Battery lifetime enhancement is a critical design pa-
rameter for mobile computing devices. Maximizing battery life-
time is a particularly difficult problem due to the non-linearity
of the battery behavior and its dependence on the characteris-
tics of the discharge profile. In this paper we address the prob-
lem of dynamic task scheduling with voltage scaling in a battery-
powered DVS system. The objective is to maximize the battery
performance measured in terms of charge consumption during
execution of the tasks. We present a new battery-aware dynamic
task scheduling algorithm, darEDF, based on an efficient slack
utilization scheme that employs dynamic speed setting of tasks
in run queue. We comparedarEDF with three state of the art
energy-efficient algorithms, lpfpsEDF, lppsEDF, lpSEH, with re-
spect to battery performance and energy consumption. We show
that darEDF has better performance thanlpSEH (which has close
to optimal energy value), and has lower run-time complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Battery-operated portable devices are widely used in mobile
computing and wireless communication applications. Maxi-
mizing battery lifetime is the most important design metric for
such systems. This problem is quite challenging due to the
non-linear behavior of the battery. Since the amount of en-
ergy delivered by the battery depends on the discharge current
profile [1], the battery life can be extended by controlling the
discharge current level and shape. In this paper, we propose
an approach based on modifying the discharge current profile
of real time tasks during task scheduling on a DVS (Dynamic
Voltage Scalable) processor such that the charge consumption
during task execution is minimized.

Task scheduling for DVS processors has been studied ex-
tensively in recent years. The model assumes that the proces-
sor is connected to an infinite source of energy. Strategies that
have been developed to reduce the energy consumption of such
models do not work well for limited energy sources like batter-
ies. Furthermore, batteries exhibit non-linear discharge behav-
ior that need to be exploited.

In recent years, there has been significant amount of work
done in studying battery characteristics [1] and using these
characteristics to shape the discharge profile [2], [3]. All of
the earlier work on battery aware task scheduling ([2], [3], [4])
has been for static tasks where complete information about the
tasks is known apriori. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
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first attempt at battery-aware dynamic task scheduling.
Dynamic task scheduling has been extensively investigated

in the context of ideal power sources. Several of the algorithms
[5], [6], [7], [8] operate in two phases: off-line phase (based
on WCET or other execution time estimates) followed by an
online phase where the slack is greedily absorbed. The accu-
racy of the off-line assignment is increased in [6] by employing
search techniques, in [7] by using stochastic estimates and in
[8] by using static timing analysis. The ’average rate heuristic’
proposed in [9] is an online EDF algorithm which absorbs the
slack better than greedy algorithms by considering the speed
requirements of all ready tasks. The on-line slack estimation
heuristic proposed for dynamic-priority task scheduling (e.g.
EDF) in [10] and fixed-priority task scheduling (e.g. RM) in
[11] distribute the slack more evenly among tasks and have su-
perior performance. Better slack utilization is also achieved in
[8] by intra task scheduling.

This paper proposes a new EDF based scheduling algorithm
for periodic tasks that has superior energy and battery perfor-
mance. The algorithm employs a dynamic version of the aver-
age rate heuristic first proposed in [9], and delays slack absorp-
tion, resulting in better battery performance. The main contri-
butions of this work are:
(1) Development of a new battery-aware dynamic algorithm,
darEDF, with an efficient speed setting mechanism.
(2) Comparison with three existing energy-efficient algorithms
(lpfpsEDF [12], lppsEDF [5], lpSEH[10]) with respect to bat-
tery performance and energy consumption.darEDF has bet-
ter energy and battery performance thanlpSEH[10] (which has
near-optimal energy performance [13]), and has lower run time
complexity compared tolpSEH.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The paper be-
gins with preliminaries like system configuration, battery mod-
els, etc in Section II. In Section III, the new scheduling algo-
rithm is presented with a illustrative example. The simulation
results with random examples are described in Section IV. The
paper is concluded in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. System Level Configuration

The system configuration for the battery-operated processor
under consideration is described in Fig 1. The system consists
of one DVS processor driven by a single battery. The battery is
used to power the processor through a DC-DC converter. The



DC-DC converter has an efficiencyη which is typically in the
range [0.8,0.9]. The efficiencyη = IprocVproc

IbattVbatt
, whereVbatt and

Ibatt are the battery voltage and current andVproc andIproc are
the processor voltage and current.

Fig. 1. System Level Configuration.

Throughout the paper, we assume that the change in voltage
is always associated with a change in frequency. For a long
channel CMOS gate with threshold voltageVt and supply volt-
ageVdd, voltage scaling by a factor ofs causes the processor
currentIproc to scale by a factor ofs2. Assume that the DC-
DC conversion efficiencyη and the battery voltageVbatt are
averaged constants for the duration of a task execution, then
the battery currentIbatt scales byηs3 [2]. Thus, scaling re-
sults in a large drop in the battery load and leads to significant
maximization of the residual charge at the end of a task profile.

B. Battery Model and Its Non-linear Properties

In this work, we have considered a high-level accurate
charge based model [14]. The model gives an analytical re-
lationship between the current load, discharge time and the
charge consumed due to the discharge. For a time-varying
load represented by a piecewise approximate function{Ik, ∆k:
∆k = tk − tk−1, tN ≤ T , k = 1, 2..N}, the charge consump-
tion C in durationT is given by

C =
NX

k=1

Ik×(∆k+2
∞X

m=1

e−β2m2(T−tk−∆k) − e−β2m2(T−tk)

β2m2
) (1)

β2 is related to the diffusion rate within the battery and captures
its nonlinearity. In our simulations, we have used the Li-ion
battery used in DUALFOIL[3] withβ = 0.273min−1/2.

We evaluate the battery performance by its charge consump-
tion. A lower value of charge consumption implies better bat-
tery behavior.

There are several important properties of the battery with
respect to voltage scaling that have been derived from the ana-
lytical model [2], [3]. Two of those properties have been used
here for developing the real-time scheduling heuristics.
Property 1: Scaling voltage to absorb slack is more battery
efficient than using the slack for battery recovery.
Property 2: A decreasing current profile is battery-efficient.

III. B ATTERY-AWARE DYNAMIC TASK SCHEDULING

A. Task Definition

In this paper, we consider periodic tasks in which the relative
deadline of a task is equal to its period. We useTk to denote
thek−th periodic task in the task set,Tk,i is thei−th instance
(released in thei−th period) of taskTk. TaskTk is associated
with the following parameters: the currentIk, the arrival time
ak, the start timetk, the deadlinedk, the periodPk, the worst
case execution timeWCETk, and the actual execution time
AETk. WCETk andAETk is the required time when task is
run in the highest voltage.

The slack associated with a task is due to two factors: (1)
the inherent slack due to the difference between the deadline
and theWCET and (2) the slack generated due to the actual
execution time being less than the worst case execution time i.e
slack due to workload variation.

B. Dynamic Scheduling AlgorithmdarEDF

B.1 Dynamic Average Rate

Slack Forwarding : Slack forwarding is a derivative of bat-
tery property 2, according to which, it is better to make the
current profile decreasing with time. By not greedily absorbing
the slack but letting the later tasks absorb it, this method results
in later tasks having a lower current. NTA (stretch to the arrival
of next task) used in the algorithmlpfps [12] is an example of
slack forwarding.
Slack Lookahead : Because of the difference betweenAET
and WCET , and the limitation of the number of possible
scaled voltage values, the amount of slack that is forwarded
maybe much higher than the absorption ability of the last task.
This will cause increase in system idle time, which is neither
energy efficient nor battery efficient (see property 1). In or-
der to compensate for the lost slack, algorithmlpps [5] applies
global scaling before NTA. As a result, slack is more evenly
distributed, and then NTA is used to absorbs the slack further.
Dynamic Average Rate : We combine the concepts in slack
forwarding and slack lookahead and propose a new task speed
setting algorithm called dynamic average rate. The speed set-
ting in traditional AVR (average-rate heuristics) is given by
the summation of the densities (WCET/Period) of all live tasks
[9]. In our algorithm, AVR is modified to DAR (Dynamic Aver-
age Rate), where the task density is updated whenever the run
queue is changed. The density of a live task is not the original
value given in [9] but set to the residualWCET divided by
residual available time (time before deadline). As a result, the
slack generated by the difference ofAET andWCET of the
previous task is taken into the speed calculation of the current
task. Assume taskj is the active task (task instance executed
by processor at current time), its execution speed is given by

s(tj) =
∑

k∈run queue

Residual WCETk

dk − tj
(2)

where the runqueue includes all the task instances ready to
be executed (arrival time passed).Residual WCETk is the
amount of WCET that is yet to be executed (a parameter that is
required for task preemption),dk is absolute deadline of a task,
tj is the start time of taskj.

DAR is battery-efficient in the following two ways: 1) It ab-
sorbs the slack as much as possible thereby resulting a lower
battery load current. 2) Because of the difference between
AET andWCET , the DAR speed setting for the tasks in a
run queue is expected to result in a decreasing current profile.
A detailed analysis is given in section B.4.

B.2 Dynamic Scheduling Algorithm darEDF

The algorithm proposed in this paper,darEDF, uses DAR in
dynamic EDF scheduling. This algorithm consists of: (1) mov-
ing all released task into the run queue; (2) selecting the active
task and determining its speed by DAR; (3) executing the active
task. The flow chart ofdarEDF is given in Fig 2.

B.3 Schedulability

darEDF results in a feasible schedule if the task set is EDF-
schedulable. This is because the relative deadline of the peri-
odic task equals the period and there is at most one instance of



Fig. 2. Flow chart of dynamic scheduling algorithm darEDF

each task in the run queue, soµ of the run queue tasks still sat-
isfies the feasibility condition. From the definition ofDAR, if
we scale all the live tasks in the run queue by speeds(tj) (see
equation (2), then the run queue has utilizationµ = 1. However
we only scale the active task, soµ ≤ 1, and the schedulability
condition still holds fordarEDF [15].

B.4 Mathematical Analysis

The following analysis gives the relative performance compar-
ison of lpfpsEDF, lppsEDF and our algorithmdarEDF. The
comparison is with respect to slack utilization since larger the
slack utilization, lower the current and better the battery perfor-
mance. Comparing using charge consumption given in equa-
tion (1) is cumbersome.

To simplify the proof (without loss of generality), we assume
there are 3 periodic tasks(T1, T2, T3) with only one instance,
and they are all released at time 0, so all of them are in the
run queue. The parameters of a task include: deadlinedi (i =
1, 2, 3, andd1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3), worst case execution timeWCETi,
and actual execution timeAETi. We definewi = WCETi

di
and

hi = AETi

WCETi
, wherewi is task density satisfying constraint

µedf = w1 + w2 + w3 ≤ 1, andhi ≤ 1.
Let tialgx

andτialgx
denote start time and scaled execution

time of taski determined by Algorithmalgx respectively . Our
objective is to maximize the summation of scaled execution
timeEXalgx = τ1algx

+ τ2algx
+ τ3algx

.
We assume the DVS processor is continuously scalable.

lpfpsEDF: TasksT1 andT2 are executed at full speed, onlyT3
is scaled. The task start timetilpfps

and scaled execution time
τilpfps

for each task are

t1lpfps
= 0, τ1lpfps

= AET1; t2lpfps
= τ1lpfps

, τ2lpfps
= AET2;

t3lpfps
= τ1lpfps

+ τ2lpfps
, τ3lpfps

= h3 × (d3 − t3lpfps
)

The summation of scaled task execution time is

EXlpfps = h3 × d3 + (1− h3)× (AET1 + AET2)

lppsEDF: It scales all tasks based on the utilizationµedf ini-
tially, then scales taskT3 further. The task start time and scaled
task execution time is

t1lpps = 0, τ1lpps = µ
−1
edf × AET1; t2lpps = τ1lpps, τ2lpps = µ

−1
edf × AET2;

t3lpps = τ1lpps + τ2lpps, τ3 = h3 × (d3 − t3lpps);

EXlpps = h3 × d3 + (1− h3)× µ
−1
edf × (AET1 + AET2)

EXlpps ≥ EXlpfps because ofµedf ≤ 1, so lppsEDFdoes
better slack utilization compared tolpfpsEDF.

darEDF: TaskT1 is selected as active task first because of its
earliest deadline. Its start time ist1dar

= 0, speed and scaled
task execution time forT1 are

s(t1dar
) =

3X
j=1

Residual WCETj

dj − t1dar

= w1 + w2 + w3 = µedf

τ1dar
= s(t1dar

)
−1 × AET1 = µ

−1
edf × AET1

TaskT2 is selected as active task at timet2dar
= τ1dar

when
taskT1 is finished. The task speed and scaled task execution
time are

s(t2dar
) =

3X
j=2

Residual WCETj

dj − t2dar

= (
WCET2

d2 − τ1dar

+
WCET3

d3 − τ1dar

)

τ2dar
= s(t2dar

)
−1 × AET2 = (

WCET2

d2 − τ1dar

+
WCET3

d3 − τ1dar

)
−1 × AET2

TaskT3 is started att3dar
= τ1dar

+ τ2dar
, the task speed

and scaled task execution time are

s(t3dar
) =

3X
j=3

Residual WCETj

dj − t3dar

=
WCET3

d3 − τ1dar
− τ2dar

τ3dar
= s(t3dar

)
−1 × AET3 = h3 × (d3 − τ1dar

− τ2dar
)

The total scaled execution time is

EXdar = h3 × d3 + (1− h3)× (µ
−1
edf × AET1 + s(t2dar

)
−1 × AET2)

EXdar ≥ EXlpps if we can proves(t2dar
) ≤ µedf .

s(t2dar
) =

WCET2

d2 − τ1dar

+
WCET3

d3 − τ1dar

≤ WCET2

d2 − µ−1
edf ×WCET1

+
WCET3

d3 − µ−1
edf ×WCET1

≤ w2 × d2

d2 − µ−1
edf × w1 × d2

+
w3 × d3

d3 − µ−1
edf × w1 × d3

= w1 + w2 + w3 = µedf

HencedarEDFhas better slack utilization than both Algorithm
lppsEDFand AlgorithmlpfpsEDF.

Battery efficiency of darEDF : From the above analysis, we
can see thats(t2dar

) ≤ s(t1dar
) becauses(t2dar

) ≤ µedf and
s(t1dar

) = µedf . Similarly, we can show thats(t3dar
) ≤

s(t2dar
). So the speed of the tasks in the run queue decreases

with time. This results in a decreasing current profile. Note that
algorithmslpfpsEDF, lppsEDF, lpSEHalso result in a locally
decreasing current profile.

C. Illustrative Example

We consider tasksT1, T2, T3, with Pk = dk given by 2 min,
3 min and 6 min,WCET given by 1 min, 1 min, 1 min,AET
given by 0.25 min, 0.25 min, 0.5 min respectively. The pro-
cessor used in the simulation is the StrongArm SA1100, which
has 11 frequency values range from 206.4MHz to 59MHz. The
voltage and current corresponding to 206.4MHz are 1.5V and
237.8mA [16].

The voltage profiles generated bylpfpsEDF, lpfpsEDF,
lpSEH, darEDF are shown in Fig 6 along with the correspond-
ing charge consumptionC and energy consumptionE. Note
thatdarEDF consumes the least charge and least energy.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the battery efficiency and energy efficiency of
the proposed algorithmdarEDF, we selected 3 existing algo-
rithms: 1)lpfpsEDF[12] which implements slack forwarding;
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Fig. 3. Average CPU Charge Consumption
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Fig. 4. Average CPU Energy Consumption
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Fig. 5. Comparison of complexity in CPU time

Fig. 6. Voltage profile of the example

2)lppsEDF [5] which implements slack lookahead as well as
slack forwarding; 3)lpSEH algorithm [10] which uses slack
estimation heuristics to absorb slack.

We use StrongArm SA1100 with 11 frequency values used
in illustrative example. We assume that the processor does not
consume energy when it is idle and the overhead of moving
from one voltage to another is negligible.

Simulation results are presented for the tasks in the Video-
phone system listed in [10] . The number of periodic tasks is
4, the periods vary from 40 ms to 66.7 ms, and theWCETs
vary from 1.4 ms to 50.4 ms. We useBCET to denote the best
case execution time; the actual execution timeAET is given
by a Gaussian distribution with meanm = WCET+BCET

2 and
varianceσ = WCET−BCET

6 .
We vary the BCET

WCET from 0.1 to 1.0 with a step of 0.1 and
run 100 random task sets by all algorithms for eachBCET

WCET
value, and compare the average normalized energy and charge
consumption (normalized to the non-DVS case). All the task
sets are run in a hyper-period (i.e. the L.C.M of all periods).
The simulation results are shown in Fig 3 and Fig 4. A more
detailed comparison of the performance of the individual al-
gorithms showsdarEDF has the best performance both with
respect to charge consumption and energy consumption.

An analysis of the run time complexity reveals that algorithm
lpfps, lppsanddarEDF are a lot simpler compared tolpSEH.
Fig 5 shows the average CPU time consumed by each algo-
rithm. Algorithm lpfps and lpps do the initial speed setting
offline and have an even lower time complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we addressed the problem of dynamic task
scheduling for battery operated single processor DVS systems.
We (i) presented a new battery-aware algorithmdarEDF, and

(ii) compared its performance with 3 competing algorithms,
lpfpsEDF, lppsEDF, lpSEH, with respect to charge consump-
tion and energy consumption. We found that the trends in
charge consumption are similar to the trends in energy con-
sumption. For the Videophone benchmark run on StrongArm
SA1100, our algorithm has the best performance both in energy
consumption and charge consumption. Furthermore, our algo-
rithm has much lower run-time complexity thanlpSEHwhich
has been proven to have close to optimal energy saving [13].
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